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and accessible in 720p and 1080p quality.1. Field of the Invention
This invention relates to data processing techniques and, more

particularly, to an apparatus and method for transferring data from
one host computer to another in a packet-switched communication

environment where there is no direct coupling between the two host
computers. 2. Discussion There are many different types of host
computers, host processors or host processors, or combination

thereof, in existence. These different types of host processors may
comprise a wide range of applications and different types of host

architectures, which may include the type of host processor, the type
of processor architecture, a type of operating system used and other
variations on features and capabilities of host processing systems.

Herein, a host computer shall include a host processor, host operating
system, and host operating system software, among other elements,
even though particular processing applications or programs may be

referred to as a host processor, processor or processor. Host
computers are often interconnected with each other through a

common local area network (LAN) or wide area network (WAN). Many
LANs and WANs have a packet switching capability, that is, they can

transfer data in small amounts of data called packets. The data
packets transfer information in the form of data, and often include

some form of control information. The control information may
indicate, for example, whether a destination node is receiving data in
the currently transferring packet. During the transfer of data from one

host computer to another, network packets are generally sent from
the host computer which originates the packet to one or more other
host computers which are to receive the data. Accordingly, there are
many different paths or routes from the origin host computer to the
destination host computer. The paths or routes include the actual
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path followed by the packet, intermediate host computers or routers
along the way, or combinations thereof. In a local area network, for

example, some packets may be routed directly through switches to a
destination host computer, while other packets are routed to switch
nodes to routes to another switch node, until the packet eventually

reaches a final switch node. Packet switching networks utilize
standard protocols, such as Transmission Control Protocol/Internet

Protocol (TCP
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